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Simple syntactic feature values

Simple atomic values for common syntactic features:

pers 1, 2, 3
gend m, f, n. . .
num sg, du, pl. . .
case nom, acc, dat, erg, abs, . . .



Simple syntactic feature values

Features in UD, Nivre (2015):



Issues in feature representation

Motivation for complex syntactic feature values?

I Feature resolution

I Natural classes of feature values

I Constructed feature values

I Feature indeterminacy



Complex feature value representations: Considerations

I Universality

I Relation between syntax and semantics

I Markedness

I Consistency of representation



Universality

I Is the representation and structure of the value of a feature
determined on a language-by-language basis, or do all
languages make use of the same representation?

I Can the same feature have a simple, atomic value in one
language, and a complex value in another language? Can the
same feature have different(compatible or incompatible)
complex values in different languages?



Relation between syntax and meaning

I For semantically motivated features such as pers and num,
do we expect the structure of a complex f-structure feature
value to partially or completely reflect details of the meaning
of the elements bearing the features?

I If there is a systematic relation between the representation of
a syntactic feature value and the meaning of phrases bearing
the feature, should this be attributed to historical factors, or
do we require a synchronic theory of this relation?



Markedness

I Some feature values are traditionally classified as unmarked:
for example, third person is usually classified as the unmarked
value of the pers feature.

I Should functionally unmarked properties be formally
represented either by a negative value for a feature or by the
absence of the feature, while marked values are represented by
a positive value or by the presence of the feature?



Consistency of representation

I Do patterns of feature resolution, feature indeterminacy,
syntactic compositionality, syncretism, and markedness
converge on a single representation for the value of a feature?

I If not, which phenomena take precedence in determining how
the value of a feature should be represented?



The PERSON Feature:
Resolution, markedness, natural classes of features



Person resolution

Person resolution (Corbett, 1983):

first & second = first
first & third = first

second & third = second
third & third = third

I Should the representation of the person feature support a
theory of feature resolution?

I Alternative: Stipulate the patterns in the table.



Person resolution

Sets as the value of the pers feature: feature resolution is union
or intersection.

Sag et al. (1985): Resolution by intersection.
First person: { }
Second person: {+xsp} (+xsp: “excludes the speaker”)
Third person: {+xsp, +thp} (+thp: “third person”)

Criticised by Karttunen (1984) for not obeying markedness
criterion: third person is the largest, most “marked” set.

Dalrymple & Kaplan (2000): Resolution by union.
First person: {s,h}
Second person: {h}
Third person: { }

Criticised by Vincent & Börjars (2007) for not obeying universality
criterion: an additional value is needed for languages with an
inclusive/exclusive distinction in the first person.



Natural classes of feature values

Present tense of the verb ‘say’, Icelandic, with 2/3 syncretism
(Otoguro, 2015):

sg pl

1 segi segjum
2 segir segiD
3 segja

I 1/3 and 1/2 syncretisms also attested. Should the
representation of the person feature allow for the
representation of natural classes of feature values?

I Alternative: Treat as homophony.



Sets and natural classes

A set-based representation also allows a treatment of syncretism
and natural classes.

Sag et al. (1985):
First person: { }
Second person: {+xsp}
Third person: {+xsp, +thp}

I 2/3 syncretism: +xsp is a member of the set.

Dalrymple & Kaplan (2000):
First person: {s,h}
Second person: {h}
Third person: { }

I 2/3 syncretism: s is not a member of the set.



Another view of features: Feature geometry

Harley & Ritter (2002):

Pronoun

Participant

Speaker Addressee

Individuation

...

I Feature geometry encodes markedness relations and
implicational relations.

I Feature geometry constrains crosslinguistic variation and
paradigm-internal gaps and syncretisms.

I Not intended to account for feature resolution.



Person as features

Otoguro (2015): First person: [+1, −2]
Second person: [−1, +2]
Third person: [−1, −2]

I Allows underspecification: Can encode 2/3 syncretism as [−1]
(but not 1/2, or at least not easily; need an additional
feature).

I Can account for feature resolution: Coordinate structure
acquires positive features of conjuncts (similar to union
analysis).

I Sadler (2011): set-based analyses can be directly translated to
equivalent feature-based analyses, with a positive value
representing the presence of an element, and a negative value
representing its absence.



The NUM Feature:
Constructed values



Constructed feature values
Constructed number in Hopi (Corbett, 2000):

I Pam
that.sg

wari
run.nonpl

‘S/he ran.’ (singular
1

+ nonplural
1 or 2

= singular
1

)

I Puma
that.nonsg

yùutu
run.pl

‘They ran.’ (nonsingular
2 or more

+ plural
3 or more

= plural
3 or more

)

I Puma
that.nonsg

wari
run.nonpl

‘They (two) ran.’ (nonsingular
2 or more

+ nonplural
1 or 2

= dual
2

)

I Should the representation of the number feature allow partial
specification from different sources?

I Alternative: Treat as ambiguity: e.g. nonplural form is
ambiguous between singular and dual.



Number as features

I Sadler (2011) for Hopi: Nonsingular + nonsingular = dual.
Singular: [+sg, −pl]
Nonsingular (unspecified for sg): [+pl]
Nonplural (unspecified for pl): [+sg]
Dual: [+sg, +pl]
Plural: [−sg, +pl]

I Arka (2011, 2012) for constructed number in Marori: More
distinctions needed. The full set of feature values:

Singular: [+sg, −pl, −aug]
Dual: [−sg, −pl, −aug]
Limited plural: [−sg, −pl, +aug]
Generic plural: [−sg, +pl, −aug]
Large plural: [−sg, +pl, +aug]



A different view of features

Harbour (2014) for Mele-Fila:
sg dual paucal plural gr.plural

article te ruu a

pronoun aia raaua raateu reafa

atomic + − − − −
minimal + + − − −
additive − − − −+ +

I additive: additive closure.

I A feature can be specified as both − and +.

I Features encode operations on the denotation P of the noun:
−additive(+additive(P)) gives a “lesser plural”.



The CASE Feature:
Indeterminacy



Feature indeterminacy

Case indeterminacy in German (Groos & van Reimsdijk, 1979):

I Er
he

findet
finds
obj=acc

und
and

hilft
helps
obj=dat

Papageien.
parrots
nom,acc,dat,gen

‘He finds and helps parrots.’

I The representation of the case feature must allow
indeterminate specification.

I (No obvious alternative.)



Indeterminate features

I Special formal treatment of indeterminate features, Ingria
(1990): Papageien has case nom∨acc∨dat∨gen. Case is
not checked via equality, but with a special nondistinctness
check ≈.



Indeterminate features

I Indeterminate features are overspecified, Bayer (1996):
Arguments can be overspecified for case, and predicates can
be strengthened to require overspecified arguments.

findet
VP/NP[acc]

hilft
VP/NP[dat]

findet
VP/(NP[acc]∧NP[dat])

und hilft
(VP/NP[acc]∧NP[dat])

VP/(NP[acc]∧NP[dat])
Papageien

NP[acc]∧NP[dat]

VP



Indeterminate features

I Indeterminate features as sets, Dalrymple & Kaplan (2000):
Papageien has case {nom,acc,dat,gen}. Case is checked
via a set-membership test imposed by the predicate.

findet
acc∈obj case

und hilft
dat∈obj case

Papageien
case={nom,acc,dat,gen}



Indeterminate features

I Indeterminate features as underspecification in a type
hierarchy, Sag (2002):

case

direct

nom

n&a n&d

acc

a&d

oblique

dat

d&g

gen

n&g a&g

findet: comps case= 1 , acc≤ 1

hilft: comps case= 1 , dat≤ 1

Papageien: (no case specification)

findet und hilft Papageien: [case = a&d]



Indeterminate features

I Indeterminate features as feature structures, Dalrymple et al.
(2009): Papageien is unspecified for case; case is checked
through assignment of a + value for the case that the
predicate requires.

findet
obj case acc=+

und hilft
obj case dat=+

Papageien
case=[acc +,dat +]



Summary

I The analysis of resolution, constructed feature values, and
syncretism involving certain features (person, number, gender)
can probably be finessed by assuming homophony or
ambiguity, but complex values might provide a more satisfying
analysis of these phenomena.

I Indeterminacy of the case feature cannot be treated by simple
feature values; complex values are needed.

I Complex values for features should be justified
crosslinguistically as well as by examining multiple phonomena
in the same language.
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